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Reinforcing the Revolution: 
The Promise and Perils of 
Digital Transformation 

HOW THE TRANSFORMATION IS 
CHANGING BUSINESS 

New Infrastructure, New Risks 

It’s empowering workers

It’s improving operations

It’s redefining customer relationships

Today’s attacks target people, not just technology

Compliance is a challenge when you don’t 
own the infrastructure

A NEW APPROACH

Fraud runs rampant outside the network
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Digital transformation is changing the way we do business. More than 
ever, your success hinges on the strength and reliability of your 
connections— between your workers, with your business partners, and 
to your customers.

The digital transformation has created new security, compliance and 
fraud risks far beyond the scope of network-focused defenses.

That’s why digital transformation calls for a new approach.

Learn more about how the digital transformation is changing the way we 
do business, the new risks that come with it, and how you can connect 
with confidence to the modern infrastructure you rely on. 

77% of workers are 
more productive when 

working remotely. 

Suppliers are upgrading the supply chain to drive efficiency and move faster.

The digital transformation is changing the way business attracts, nurtures and 
engages customers online and off.5 

Most data breaches start with an email.6 And most email attacks rely on a 
person to activate it, either by opening a boobytrapped attachment or clicking 
a link to malicious code.7 

Nearly half of IT professionals aren’t confident that they know about all the 
cloud services used within their companies.8 If you can’t see it, you can’t be 
sure it’s compliant. 

The internet’s open framework makes it fertile ground for fraudsters looking to 
cash in on your brand and the people who trust it. Anyone can create a domain, 
website, mobile app or social-media account that impersonates your company 
or brand.

Spoofed emails, where messages are crafted to look like they come from 
someone the recipient trusts, are on the rise. Fake websites, social media 
accounts, and mobile apps are also growing problems.
 

Email fraud—also known 
as impostor email or 
business email compromise 
(BEC)—is another kind of 
attack that gets through 
otherwise well-protected 
email systems.
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The cloud- and SaaS-based platforms that power all of these changes also 
means new security, compliance and fraud risks.

60% 
In the process 

of major changes 
and upgrades4

58% 
Already have 
fully modern 

systems in place4

25% 
Have systems 

that hurt, not help, 
productivity4
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What tools workers 
are using: 3

2/3 of Global 2000 CEOs will put 
digital transformation at the center of 

their corporate strategy.1 

47% of CEOs are 
being pushed by their 
board of directors to 

make progress in their 
digital business.2

47% 56%

56% say their digital 
efforts have already 
improved profits.2 

As organizations rely on IT infrastructure they don’t own or control,
they face new risks 

77%

What device do shoppers use? (By Device)

How confident are you that IT knows all the cloud computing 
services in use today?

Domain spoofing % vs. Reply-to and others
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